From Template To Conscious Living
We are the Consort within the Living Tree

Sacred Place!
Altar of Wisdom!
June 10, 2021
4:52:28 a.m. Mountain Standard Time
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Grove

Ogham for Grove
The Sacred Place where Wisdom Arises
A dream brought the wisdom of the Grove as the Bridge for this month. When
I awoke I remained in contemplation with the Holy One. I knew I had traveled
through many groves. Not just the Oak grove I am familiar with. There were Olive
Groves (as the one pictured above), Orange Groves, Almond Groves, and more.
At one point I was in an Aspen Grove. I recalled my childhood growing up in
Colorado. We often went fishing, camping, or a day out and spent time in the woods
of the Aspen. I loved to sit under these trees and listen to their leaves rustle. Whether
summer or fall, it was as though they were talking to each other, and talking to me.
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I always felt calm and didn’t want to leave when dad would tell us it was time to go.
Later in life when I studied Bach Flower Remedies and became a Bach Flower
Therapist, the Aspen was remarkable to learn about. It is used to help people move
beyond fear and skittish feelings, and enter a higher state of consciousness. Awen!
Yes...I had experienced that peace in their groves.
There were groves I could not name that I journeyed through in the dream time.
I questioned why just the word Grove, especially when I saw so many different
ones? And truly, I questioned why a Grove, when the Oak Tree is so often spoken
of as the Grove of Trees in the Celtic realm of wisdom.
Even in the dreamtime I had been curious why this would be a bridge rather
than just be the experience of the whole month and include the Oak Grove; and I was
shown why. During this time of the year we move into Half Time (half of the year
is passed, we are about to honor Summer Solstice..the day of greatest light, but it is
also the turning of the wheel toward darkness on June 20th). We are at a rotating
point in our own psyche. During this rotation will we give way to our personality and
enjoy playful sunshine days and leave tucked away in our deeper consciousness the
wisdom of our Soul-Spirit? We often do while we get active in our daily lives doing,
being, and having.
I was being guided through groves where ceremonies were taking place and
honoring of the circuitry of Oneness was noted. I realized it did not matter what type
of trees we experienced. It mattered that it was a GROVE and that is was used for
sacred alignment. Wisdom was flowing and the knowledge stirred the wheel of
consciousness of each participant in my dreams. I saw a Druidess or Wyse Woman
lead the teaching. Then observed each member of the circle offer knowledge. Every
statement, whether verbal, a dance, or, drawings in the soil or carved in a tree,
presented a thread of understanding that aided the furthering a greater awareness of
the wisdom offered. Then everyone sat in silence to absorb and contemplate the
wisdom.
Within the circle of the trees, the vibration of the grove presented an energy
that called everyone to “re-member” their sacredness, their wisdom within. It
“raised” the energy to a point of re-call...I Am That I Am. During many of these
circles the participants simply sat in silence. No one spoke. No music or dance
occurred. Yet, the vibration of the grove radiated a palpable, peaceful, and very
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sacred energy. Within the energy were thought-forms of a higher order, vibrations
of harmony, unification directing mastery of individuation through the knowing of
the Sacred Being each essence represented. Interlacing thoughts, emotions, and
creation were very noticeable. All were giving and receiving and putting something
together to be used in “future time.”
The Holy One exclaimed, “The bridge provides the energy, the knowing, and
the preparation to actively live the wisdom within.” She continued “A Grove of any
gathering place offers the conduit. An Oak Grove offers the action. You will note
this in Oak/Duir,” She offered.
As I laid in bed rewinding the dream and experiencing the wisdom, I was
compelled to do use Tibetan Numerology of the word, “Grove.” Why? I truly didn’t
know until I did it.
Grove = 6 - Spiritually
7 - Mentally
4 - Physically
8 - Soul
So, what does this mean to me? Spiritually, the Number 6 radiates with the
Universal Law of Union; it is also aligns with the energy of Gemini (Sun/Moon is in
Gemini/Hawthorn as we start this New Moon), as well as the Sword (Zayin), the
ability to cut through and discern truth. The Number 7, of the mental field, aligns
with the Universal Law of Containment, and Cancer/Oak, as well as a Fence (Cheth).
It provides us the wisdom to be contained in our own self, be compassionate, be in
a state of our higher order and ceremonial wisdom. Of course, the number 7 is very
significant this month as it relates to Oak, the lunar month we are entering! The
Number 4 of the physical reality, aligns with the Universal Law of Worldly
Development and Aries/Alder, as well as the Eye of the Divine (Heh). This quality
reminds us to see from the True Eye of wisdom where we can offer a clean awareness
of how to build our world as a place of creative power and a foundation for rightful
manifestations. The number 8 relates to the Law of Self Dominion, the essence of
Leo/Holly, and the Snake (Teth) of the Kundalini fire within. To have self dominion
means we are confident, courageous, and loving of self and all existence. We fear
nothing and live with that freedom of being.
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In the Grove of Silence, more emerged in the state of inner knowing all of this.
I pray all of you will experience the Power of Silence, at least daily for a bit of time.
For a Grove provides a place of silence, contemplation, and union with Source.
Of course, a Goddess of the Grove was also revealed in the Search for a
Consort to guide us across the bridge. Get to know her essence for she, too,
represents realities of Source. She is within you.

“ Silence speaks when words can’t.”
– Wisdom Quotes Community
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picture from wikipedia

Nemetona
Goddess of Sacred Groves
Nemetona is an Iron Age and Roman Era Goddess of the Celts. She was
revered in ancient Gahl, France, and the Rhineland of Britain and Germany. She was
named as the “Sacred Place,” and the Grove was the sacred place where she
performed magickal healing.
The tribes believed she personified the Divine and that all were protected in her
Grove or living near her groves. They honored that the groves provided the
supernatural connection that initiated wisdom and the guidance they needed for
healing, directing their future, the outcome of a war, developing and reaping their
food for eating, and plants for healing wounds and illnesses.
Though many who peered at the Celts from a distance thought their groves
were dark and dangerous, a place where cultish acts were performed, they also knew
it was a place of reverence. They did not understand what occurred, but saw the Celts
had a fierce nature to tend the lands and meet their enemies with great strength. Their
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determination strong and their beliefs carried the honor of knowing their lives did not
end on the battle ground of earth. In fact, they saw the Celts held great faith in their
connection to the Holy One they would name as gods or goddesses (as we would call
them angels or saints).
Nemetona was recognized as goddess with two consorts, Mars and Loucetios.
Of course, we know Mars as the God of War. Loucetios is the God of Lightning.
Loucetios is given most attention as her consort. I can see that in this lunar month of
Hawthorn bridging to Oak (Air-to-Water). I also can see it with the Spring-toSummer storms of thunder, lightening, and pouring/flooding rain.
Nemetona and Loucetios also provides the wisdom of the Earth and Sky. This
union reminds us that when we are in the grove seeking wisdom, the sacred insight
comes like a lightening flash. The liminal essence occurs so quickly that we must be
in a sacred attitude that allows us to absorb and know what we are receiving.
May you discover the union you have with the Grove nearby you and the
sacred wisdom you can glean between heaven and earth. May Nemetona and
Loucetios aid the balance as you cross the bridge to the Holy Oneness empowered in
the state of Oak.
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From Template To Conscious Living
We are the Consort of the Living Tree

Sacred Place!
Altar of Wisdom!

Oak Is the Foundation of Our Spiritual Center Point for this Lunar Month.
Trees are grounding. Their roots anchor into the Earth while
their branches, leaves, flowers, fruits, and nuts, reach into the
heavenly essence of Spirit. Oak is the Most Sacred of the
trees, to the Celts. Its element is Water. How can water be
grounding? Mystical secrets rise from the element of water.
It is the foundation of the Holy Spirit, as well as the
foundation of the soul; a fact noted in Qabalistic wisdom.
Thus, this Tree holds more sacred wisdom than a first glance
provides.
Are the Great Mysteries contained in the Grove of the Oak?
You will only know if you enter their circle in reverence and
intention to form a union with the Divine. For sure the Druids held their highest and
most revered ceremonies in the midst of Oak Tree circles. It was within this holy
place they received direction for healing, for guiding their tribes, and for the absolute
honoring of Fusion with the Holy One. Magick occurred. The Magick of union with
Spirit and Matter where they knew: What was Yet to BE, BECOMES!
Always, the quality of compassion and nurturing is to be noted with Oak.
Emphatically, she reports, “I AM the Pro-nurturer!” Important to note within
yourself: How are you being compassionate with yourself, nurturing yourself, before
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you set out to do that for others? Over the years we have truly come to understand
that we cannot be compassionate or nurturing of others if we have not done that for
ourselves. We only think we are. We really cannot understand what compassion or
nurturing is until we have experienced it and given it to ourselves. If we don’t have
it, we have nothing to give.
To share a bit more of the connection between the bridge and the Oak Grove,
I would like to write, to a greater extent, before going into the qualities of Oak.
Secrets are always present in symbology. Seen and yet not seen. Recall in the
beginning of this letter I spoke of the Grove as the message given for the Bridge of
the month. In some of the information I honored how the individuals would enter
times of silence. I talked of circles they would gather in. I spoke of the wheel of life
we are honoring as we come to the time of Summer Solstice. Within the card of Oak
all of this is seen and yet not seen or must be captured by the discerning reader of
symbology.
Silence? There appears to be quite a bit of busyness in the picture. Each one
of us can note this active time of year we all are experiencing in our lives. Silence?
Ah, yes, that secret is within this time of year and within the WomanSpirit card.
Surely as we look at the grove of the oak trees and peer in, it is dark, which often
denotes silence. However, what else might represent Silence?
The secret is within the message of the circles, wheels, and the timing of the
year. When you look at the picture of Oak, you will see wheels in the four corners.
It took me a number of years to realize their meaning. Yes, I didn’t recognize all of
the wisdom of the symbols I saw when I made my first journeys with WomanSpirit
and Her Faces through the lunar cycles. Nor did Cruz as she created the full pictures
of each card. It was an “aha” moment that I knew what they represented. They are
symbols of the Wheel of Life, and thus the timing cycles of the year. They also
represent Jupiteranu wherein you find the water wheel. The secret of Jupiteranu
(Jupiter) is that this planet is exalted in Oak (Cancer), thus raising the energy to a
higher level. Jupiteranu rules Elder (Sagittarius) and the time of year when we are
called to honor Sacred Silence. Another association to the Wheel with Jupiteranu is
the Tarot Card, the Wheel of Fortune...yes, another Wheel. It seems to be something
active, yet is it? To gain our fortune, perhaps it is telling us to go within and glean
the wisdom for how we are to obtain our riches.
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Thus, within Oak and the time of the doorway of Summer and the activity we
all are ready to be a part of, we are reminded of the power of silence. The symbol
reminds us to take time (the moving wheel) during our fast-paced summer to enter the
Oak grove, or perhaps any forest of trees, and sit in silence. In such a place, we will
glean the wisdom we need for any adventure, challenge, or reward, that is on our trail
of many journeys.
Do recall the message: The Holy One exclaimed, “The bridge provides the
energy, the knowing, and the preparation to actively live the wisdom within.” She
continued “A Grove of any gathering place offers the conduit. An Oak Grove
offers the action. You will note this in Oak/Duir.” How are we seeing this and can
use the symbols to be active when silence is also a place of consciousness during this
lunar cycle?
We want to live the wisdom that is within and we truly can realize we have
been cultivating it since we began working at the beginning of the new year in the
time of Birch. Oak provides us both Silence and Activity. As we look at the symbols
we can see the activity in Oak. As I noted, there is an open book on the grass. Thus,
the book of wisdom is actively being used. As we cultivate the innermost sacred
wisdom (the K = Mystical Wisdom), we are now putting it to use in our every day life
(the C = Common Wisdom). The pot is obviously cooking as the steam rises, and
thus, what is within us (soul-thoughts, intuitive wisdom) is on the move. The
pregnant woman is ready too give birth. She is also reaching for an apple in the
basket: a symbol of wisdom and nurturing. The dog beside her is alert and ready to
take action: instincts and protection. The crab in the water is on the move as well.
The young maiden is walking into the water and her muscles are taut in use.
What mysteries do you uncover in the Oak card?
What are other Qualities of the Foundation of Oak?
1)

Once again we speak of a Branch/Path that
extends from the Holy Triad. Oak is j, Cheth. It
is seen as an orange-yellow pathway extending
from Binah/Understanding (Black-Blue Sphere) to
Geburah/Severity (Red Sphere). Cheth means
“Fence or Gate.” We can consider it the opening
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gate of the Great Womb, releasing souls into the creative world of their own
individuation to refine, and renew the intended existence to be explored in the realm
of matter.
2)

Oak/Cheth in Tarot is known as the Chariot. One who can face and win
the battles of life. In the B.O.T.A. deck it is noted that the Charioteer is
not holding any reigns, but allows the charioteer to be directed to the
Divine (or the Higher Consciousness within). The chariot itself is an
enclosure. This offers another place of silence where one can set time
apart from ordinary reality and enter the realm of a higher state of
awareness where wisdom can be cultivated. As such, the charioteer has
entered the “abode of inflowing power.”

There is another mystery to unfold with the Chariot of the Tarot card
and the Oak Grove of the Oak card as they both flow in the field of “Cheth.” Cheth
also represents the Chuppah, the wedding cover used in the Jewish marriage
ceremony. Ultimately it means to be “married to Source.” It also is a reminder of
the union of Spirt-Soul-Body; and thus, there is no need to be in control of the
chariot for it moves naturally on the trail of the intended journey of the individual
life expression.
3)

A power of the Hebrew Letter, Cheth, is the containment of Speech. For
as one enters the realm of higher wisdom, gathers the wisdom of the
Mind of the Divine, words must be ordered and confined into a language
of the living. It must be refined in order to manifest the outcome
intended.

4)

Oak/Cheth is noted in Astrology as Cancer, the Crab. Of course, the
crab reveals another enclosure. A place to retreat. Often noted as a
retreat when one if fearful. However, once again, notice it is also a
place to enter to collect the intuitive wisdom that guides the realm of life
to be lived with family, and influence the foundation of one’s life. To
understand this power is to understand how the universal essence within
self is a constant inflowing energy, like the ebb and flow of the ocean,
yet contained within ones self.
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Let’s meet the Consort of Oak!
Moon - Consort of Oak
The Moon has always been mysterious. Can you imagine ancient
people trying to figure out why she shape-shifted, disappeared,
and slowly reappeared to fullness?
Intuitive people have always recognized her pull, her
energy guiding intuition, and assistance in dreaming. However,
because of more REM, sleeplessness also occurs. Scientists
continue to figure out her influence on nature as they note the
tides of the ocean rise when she is full. Without the moon, Earth
would tilt and kilter into an uncontrollable spin. Of course, there
is speculation of its effect on climate changes as well.
Psychologists also recognize how her energies can influence moods, anger, love,
illusion, drug use, etc. Doctors know that more babies are conceived or can be born
when the moon is full. They also know more illnesses can occur when the moon is
full. Women have more tendency to have high blood pressure at full moon. In fact,
men and women can note a difference in their cardiovascular system during full
moon.
With Oak representing a Center-Point of Power, her consort, the Moon, is very
important in remaining balanced. Thus, using the concept that We are the Allness,
then with the aspect of us that is Oak, we also realize how important it is to maintain
are union with the nature of our self that is Moon and remain in balance.

What are other Qualities Moon offers?
1)

The Hebrew Letter of Moon is Gimel, d. It translates as “Camel.” The
wisdom of the Tree of Life is the knowing that a camel must travel for
days without the need for water because it can store it within itself. It
is a messenger of traveling across states of consciousness from the
Higher Consciousness, through the Unconscious, to the Cognitive
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Conscious state. We can see how this is noted by recognizing its
placement on the Tree of Life.

2)

Gimel holds court in two places. It is a ray of light
released from the Holy Triad, on the blue path from
‘Kether/Crown (White Sphere) to Tiphareth/Beauty
(Yellow Sphere). It is on the Center pillar (pure
balance). The Universal Law of Wisdom is carried
forth on this ray of energy. It provides us with the
knowledge that all wisdom is flowing through us
and anchored in our Higher Self (Tiphareth).

3)

The Moon/Gimel is the 4th world of Yesod/Foundation (Purple Sphere)
of the Soul Triad. Thus revealing that Wisdom is embedded in the Soul
of all and is to be manifested. There is not a single person who does not
carry all wisdom. It is the foundation of our nature of being.

4)

When viewing the placement of the Moon/Gimel in the Triad of the
Soul, we also can see a womb symbol. We, thus, can recognize the
essence of Cheth, and the symbols of the pregnant woman on the card
of Oak/Cheth, ready to birth into matter another soul or life event that
is prepared to manifest in the realm of Malkuth (Earth/Matter). What
are you birthing now?

5)

The Tarot Card associated with the Moon is the High Priestess. Still and
silent, she is. Mysterious, indeed. Yet, she is filled with All-wisdom
and will dispel it at the right moment. At any moment, she is ready to
transport the wisdom of the Holy One to the inquirer. She provides the
memory of who the soul-human truly is when an individual becomes
curious enough to seek the knowledge of their Being. She will present
it through ranges of memories. Some memories will be filled with strife,
while others pleasurable. Some will be of yesterday, others of years
long, long ago. Some will be the flickering of emotions, or visions,
while others will be the flickering of star dust that created all
individuated elements of Oneness. She is the Virgin and the first light
of All. Her light is fluid, like water, the root substance of all life.
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6)

The Faces of WomanSpirit card reveals the Moon itself, full and radiant.
It calls us to meditate, dream, and climb the stairs of higher
consciousness. We see an empty chair in the center of the picture, tufted
blue velvet to sit upon; because we are the High Priestess at deep levels
of our unconscious. The chair is quiet place to meditate and connect
with Oneness. We see the water, a reflection pool before us, revealing
the polarities to be met in the realm of individuation, the raw nature of
the wolf to be experienced. If we will but use our memory, we can be
like the woman at the lake. We will gaze into the water of knowledge
and see what is truly before us, behind, us, and in the very moment. We
will use our intuit (in-to-it) nature and blend with the Ocean of
Consciousness that helps us remember the True Self, the Divine Self we
are.

7)

Of course, in Astrology, the Moon is the light in the sky we call the
Moon. She rules, Cancer/Oak. She guides the memory of our early
childhood and connection to our mother and the foundation of our
earthly existence. She reminds us of our nature to create a hearth and
home. She presents us with the connection to our intuitive self, artistic
self, and nurturing self. She aids us in discovering our nature to be
compassionate.

Once again I offer the wisdom of what occurs without a consort. In this
reality, without the consort of Moon, Oak will not provide nurturing, the ebb and
flow of wisdom, or the ability to contain our boundaries. We will not be able to
intuit the messages of our soul or be guided to birth them into physical usefulness.
What else might you find with the union of the consort?
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May the ebb and flow of this lunar cycle be gentle and guide you. May the
blessings of nurturing aid the water and wells within you.
Warm blessings and love,
Katherine
Rev. Katherine Bell, PhD, DD

~Lunar Phases of Oak
New Moon - June 10
Crescent Moon - June 13
First Quarter Moon - June 16
Gibbous Moon - Jun 21
Full Moon -June 24 - 12:20:31 p.m. MDT
(Sun Cancer/Moon Capricorn)
Disseminating Moon - June 27
Last Quarter - July 2
Balsamic Moon - July 5
New Moon of Holly
July 9: 7:16:27 p.m. MDT
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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